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A support group that provides understanding, hope and information
to prostate cancer patients and their families.
Topic for the upcoming March Meeting …

PEER TO PEER SESSION
Yes, it’s that time again, another
opportunity for us to get together
as a group and talk about it.
Come with your concerns, journey,
stories and questions to our next
group peer-to-peer session.
Always informative, maybe even
entertaining.
See you there.
Spouses and friends welcome!

Meeting Date:
Place:
Time:

Thursday, March 15 2018
Newmarket Seniors’ Meeting Place
474 Davis Drive, Newmarket
6:30 pm to 9:00 pm

Prostate Cancer Canada Network—Newmarket
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For the month of February our speaker was Dr. Hans Chung, an
Assistant Professor at the Department of Radiation Oncology, University of Toronto, Sunnybrook Odette Cancer Centre. He joined the
department after completing a prostate brachytherapy fellowship at
UCSF, San Francisco. He specializes in permanent seed and temporary seed prostate brachytherapy and currently serves as the
clinical director of the brachytherapy unit.
The title of Dr. Chung’s presentation was: “The Role of Brachytherapy in Prostate Cancer.”
This is what he had to say.

Thank you everyone for inviting me in to talk about
brachytherapy. I hope that you will learn more about it
and have a better understanding about what is involved.
I do perform brachytherapy. I do a lot of it and I have
been doing it since I finished my fellowship in 2005. Sunnybrook is the biggest brachytherapy centre in pretty
much the entire world, as a single centre, in terms of volume. We do about 350 high-dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy and about 150 low-dose rate (LDR) procedures per
year.
What I plan to cover this evening is: cover the concepts
of brachytherapy; discuss low-dose rate brachytherapy;
discuss high-dose rate brachytherapy; and finish off with
focal salvage brachytherapy which is an emerging tool
that we have available.

radiation machine moves around your body – 360 degrees
– and as it moves it is delivering the radiation treatment.
This is a newer technique available at Southlake and Sunnybrook and it has sped up the treatment time significantly, so now we are down to a few minutes. (For more
on VMAT please reference PCCN Newmarket Newsletter, June 2017.)

The bottom diagram (in the slide) represents brachytherapy. There is an ultrasound probe in the rectum and the
procedure is done under general anesthetic. There is a
template that is placed over the perineum and we place
the needles through the skin into the prostate. It is not
done through the rectum which makes it cleaner and the
risk is a lot lower.
We use an ultrasound image for mapping the procedure.
When we capture the images we now have a 3 dimenWhat is Brachytherapy?
sional image of your prostate and from that we can deterBrachytherapy is where we put radioactive seed pellets – mine how many seeds we put in, where we put them, and
a radioactive source – directly into the prostate gland. So, what we watch out for.
that is in contrast to external beam radiation where the
radiation is coming in from the outside, like an X-ray machine. The advantage of brachytherapy is that you are
External-beam radiotherapy
putting the radioactive seed directly into the prostate
gland – you have a much more localized treatment, higher
What is the
dose to the prostate, and a lot less dose to the surrounding
difference
tissue like the bowel and the bladder.
between
Brachytherapy has been around for a long time, since
brachytherapy
1898, when Marie and Pierre Curie were using radium.
With regard to external beam radiation, the radiation
and externalcomes from outside the body and the radiation fields
beam
come in from different angles and they all converge
radiotherapy?
where the prostate is. There is a newer technique that is
being used called VMAT - Volumetric Modular Arc
Therapy – that’s where the beams, instead of coming in
from fixed angles, come in from different angles as the
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When we do brachytherapy we want to treat the entire
prostate gland. The shape that the radiation pattern takes
is very conformal, meaning, it covers the prostate somewhat uniformly and stays within the boundaries of the
prostate and does not go outside.
One of the advantages of brachytherapy is that, because
you are putting the seeds directly in the prostate, a higher
radiation dose is possible versus external beam radiation
– higher dose means a higher chance of cure. Secondly,
there is a sharp dose drop-off with brachytherapy which
means there is a lot less radiation exposure to nearby
critical organs like the rectum, bladder and bones which
means fewer side-effects to those areas.
Thirdly, it is a much shorter treatment time – it is a day
procedure versus the 4 to 8 weeks of daily treatment associated with external beam radiation. If there is adjuvant
external beam radiation it is usually a reduced amount of
time like 3 to 5 weeks. The brachytherapy procedure is
minimally invasive, just using the needles, which means
there is a shorter post-op recovery time. There is no cutting open, blood loss is minimal, and the recovery is
quick with patients being discharged the same day. The
procedure, start to finish, is done in about half a day.
Types of Brachytherapy
There are two types of brachytherapy: there is low-dose
rate and high-dose rate.
Low-dose rate (LDR) means that the delivery of the radiation from the radioactive seeds is a lot slower, so the
seeds are implanted into the prostate and are left there
forever. The radiation lasts for about one year and after
that it is no longer radioactive. The down-side is that
there is some radiation that comes out, it is minimal, but
there is some radiation exposure to family members. It is
very low but in terms of precautions we tell patients that
they can sleep in the same bed as their partner, travel in
the same car, watch TV together, but the main thing is not
to have small kids or babies on their lap for more than 10
minutes at a time for the first three months. That is more
of a precaution than it is a true threat.
The third point with low-dose rate brachytherapy is that,
at least for the first year, patients cannot be cremated because there is a potential risk to the crematorium workers.
Fourthly, low-dose rate brachytherapy has been around
for a long time and we understand it very well, we understand the side-effects and everything is very predictable.
The second type of brachytherapy is high-dose rate
(HDR.) It is the newer type but it has been around for 15
to 20 years. HDR is where we give a higher dose of radiation more quickly and, therefore, the radioactive seed can
be placed inside the prostate for about 20 to 30 minutes
and then removed. So, now you don’t have to worry

about radiation exposure-risk or traveling – there is none
of that potential risk. HDR is a newer form of brachytherapy and, therefore, the long term outcomes are not as
clear.

Types of Brachytherapy
Low-dose rate (LDR)

High-dose rate (HDR)

• Radioactive seeds
implanted permanently in
prostate
• Radioactive exposure
(minimal) to family
• No cremation permitted in
the event of death
• Well studied with long
follow-up

• Radioactive seed placed
in prostate temporarily
(30min)
• No radiation risk to family
or health care workers
• Newer form of
brachytherapy and
therefore long term
outcomes not as clear

With LDR brachytherapy we place 60 to 100 seeds
which would involve about 20 to 30 needles. Low-dose
rate is reserved for those with low-risk (Gleason 6) or
favourable intermediate-risk (Gleason 7) prostate cancer.
High-dose rate brachytherapy is for those with unfavourable intermediate-risk or high-risk disease (Gleason 8 –
10) where it is combined with external beam radiation as
well.
For low-dose rate patients, we do supply a card describing where and when the procedure was done in case there
are any problems that come up while traveling.
In terms of cure-rates, the three procedures, surgery,
brachytherapy and external beam radiation, are just about
identical, so it is up to you to decide what is right for you
based on your personal preferences. Some patients say: “I
have a cancer in me and I just want it cut out and removed;” I have other patients tell me: “I don’t want surgery and, therefore, I wish to have radiation.”
Brachytherapy is done at Sunnybrook and Princess Margaret although the Princess Margaret program is very
small. Sunnybrook has a very big catchment area – we
have a great relationship with Southlake and with the
Royal Victoria Group in Barrie. The wait-list for the procedure is about 4 to 6 weeks.
The thing with prostate cancer is that, in terms of treatment options, it’s like there is an embarrassment of
riches. The three treatment options, surgery, brachytherapy and external beam radiation, are all just about equally
effective, so it does pose a bit of a quandary for the patient. Of the three, external beam on its own is probably
slightly less effective than the other two, perhaps by 5 to
10 percent.
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Low-Dose Rate Brachytherapy
The data for low-dose rate is very good. A systematic
review, led by Dr. Andrew Loblaw (of Sunnybrook,)
identified over 5,000 articles in medical journals and
came down to 10 systematic reviews and 55 articles that
were relevant; that was then distilled down to 36 articles.
For PSA control, the bottom line was that there was no
significant difference (for LDR) compared to other treatment modalities.
In terms of survival, compared to a radical prostatectomy, a retrospective study of 41,395 cases showed that
there was no difference between surgery and brachytherapy in terms of prostate-cancer-specific mortality and
overall survival, regardless of age.
In terms of toxicity, low-dose rate brachytherapy may
lead to more grade 2 genitourinary and gastrointestinal
toxicities, but less sexual problems than external beam
radiation. Toxicities are graded on a scale of 1 to 5 – the
higher the number, the more severe it is. Grade 3 requires
hospitalization or some other procedure to resolve.
With regard to patient-reported outcomes, compared to
external-beam, there was no difference in urinary domains but less sexual and rectal problems with brachytherapy. Compared to surgery, for LDR, there was less
urinary incontinence and erectile dysfunction but other
urinary symptoms were worse like urinary frequency or
urgency.
Cancer Care Ontario is the organization that approves
funding for the various medical procedures. The consensus guidelines from various medical groups indicate that
for low-risk prostate cancer you can use LDR brachytherapy alone; for intermediate-risk you can use LDR alone
or with external beam radiation (XRT); for high-risk the
recommendation is LDR + XRT.
In terms of cost effectiveness, brachytherapy is a far less
expensive modality than external beam radiation. LDR
brachytherapy is a single treatment that takes only a cou-

Consensus Guidelines
ABS 2012

NCCN 2014v2

Low-risk

LDR brachytherapy alone

LDR brachytherapy alone

Intermediate-risk

LDR brachytherapy alone
or
with XRT

LDR brachytherapy alone
or
with XRT

Combined LDR
brachytherapy + XRT

Combined LDR
brachytherapy + XRT

High-risk

ple of hours, whereas, XRT is spread out over several
weeks with each treatment taking 30 minutes and each
radiation treatment unit costing several million dollars.
With regard to outcomes, we found the 5 year PSA control-rate was 95% which is excellent, and at ten years it
was 84% - so those are good numbers. Based on numbers
from British Columbia the cure-rate is still in excess of
90%.
A summary of toxicities indicated that LDR brachytherapy does very well compared to other treatments like surgery and external beam radiation with regard to urinary
incontinence, urinary obstruction, bowel dysfunction and
sexual dysfunction.
Based on the information collected from the ultrasound
scans, extensive planning is done with regard to mapping
and dosimetry – where to position the radioactive seeds
and how much radiation to deliver.
[Editor’s Note: The equipment and procedure for LDR
brachytherapy is very similar to HDR brachytherapy a
description of which follows.]
High-dose Rate Brachytherapy
I am now going to talk about high-dose rate brachytherapy by itself and in combination with external beam radiation. Studies have shown that high-dose rate brachytherapy in combination with external beam radiation
show overall PSA cure-rates for intermediate risk prostate
cancer to be in the 88% to 97% range, for high-risk cancer it drops down a bit to the 70% to 96% range. So,
overall, the outcomes are quite good.
A randomized clinical trial out of Hamilton, Ontario
comparing external beam radiation (EBRT) on its own to
HDR brachytherapy and EBRT combined showed that
therapy combining the two treatments had a significantly
lower PSA failure-rate, meaning it was a more effective
treatment. The impact of a lower PSA failure-rate and the
effect on overall survival remains to be determined.
Another randomized clinical trial out of British Columbia compared external radiation by itself to low-dose rate
brachytherapy with external radiation. What they showed
was that the combined treatment clearly did better with
PSA control-rate than the external radiation on its own.
A third study based in the U.K. and a fourth from Barcelona, Spain basically showed the same thing – brachytherapy combined with EBRT is more effective than
EBRT alone.
A study from Sunnybrook, led by Dr. Gerard Morton,
has helped set a global standard. The study looked at
HDR brachytherapy with external radiation given two
ways: High-dose rate given once with 3 weeks of external
radiation; or high-dose rate give twice with 5 weeks of
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external radiation. The study was trying to determine if
you could compress the treatment time and whether or
not the outcome would be comparable.
The study found that there was no difference in terms of
PSA cure-rate after 5 years. There was no detriment to
compressing the treatment time. The results laid the foundation for a new global standard – one treatment of HDR
brachytherapy followed by 3 weeks of EBRT.
HDR brachytherapy on its own is, at this point, still considered investigational. There is some indication that
HDR given on its own still has positive outcomes, somewhere in the neighbourhood of 80 to 90 percent. Because
of that, there is currently a national study, ongoing, that is
comparing HDR brachytherapy, by itself, to LDR brachytherapy, by itself.
If HDR compares favourably then it may wind up replacing low-dose as the standard of care because of cost
and radiation issues – so stay tuned for that.
Another study that Sunnybrook did compared HDR
brachytherapy delivered once, to HDR given twice. The
reason we did that is that a single treatment of HDR
brachytherapy is relatively new, in the past HDR brachytherapy treatment was delivered over several sessions and
we wanted to make sure that there was no difference in
the effectiveness of the treatment and the outcomes - and
that is what we found - any differences are minimal and
cure-rates are the same.

Step 2: Needle Insertion (20 min)

the prostate to the top. This part of the procedure also
takes about 20 minutes.
Step 4 - Optimization: Once we have contoured the
prostate, urethra and rectum the computer takes over and
generates a plan – an optimized plan based on targets and
dose limits, avoiding the urethra and rectum—this takes
two minutes. The needles are 8 to 9 inches long but only
about 4 inches goes in.
Step 5 – Connect and Treat: (30 Minutes) Once we have
a plan we hook up the system and the radioactive seeds
go through the needles and into the prostate. This part of
the procedure takes 20 to 30 minutes - the whole procedure takes about an hour and a half. The radiation encompasses the entire prostate.
High-dose Rate Equipment and Procedure
Because the procedure is automated and the radiation is
The equipment for the HDR procedure is very similar to being delivered by the afterloader machine all the staff
that used in the LDR procedure. First, there is the planare out of the room while the patient is under general anning system: It is on a mobile cart and run by a laptop.
esthetic.
The radiation source is in a separate unit called an afterloader unit. So, the radioactive source is stored there and
Focal Salvage Brachytherapy
attached to a guide-wire which is controlled by robotics
so it is very accurate in terms of positioning the seeds.
What does focal salvage brachytherapy mean? Focal
The procedure itself is similar to LDR in that seeds are means that you are treating only a part of the prostate not
put into the prostate through needles – these needles are
the entire gland; salvage means that the procedure is done
like straws, you can fish things into them, thread things
after the first treatment has failed - in some instances rainto them, like a radioactive seed.
diation, usually external beam radiation, but we can do it
Step 1 - Image Acquisition: With HDR the first thing
for patients that have had HDR brachytherapy.
we do is acquire an image of the prostate on ultrasound
In terms of why this was developed; with external radiawhich takes about 60 seconds.
tion we know that the cure-rates are going to be slightly
Step 2 - Needle Insertion: We then insert the needles
lower than brachytherapy or surgery, so we know that
through the afterloader template, through the skin, and
about 20% of patients are going to fail. Traditionally, the
into the prostate. The template is anchored to the ultratreatment for this is hormones but now we know, more
sound holder. This part of the procedure takes about 20
and more, that some of these patients fail only in the prosminutes.
tate not the bones or lymph nodes. If they fail only in the
Step 3 – Re-image and Contour: Once the needles are in prostate, theoretically, you could still salvage it – you
we then capture another image of the prostate and this
could try to cure the patient—so, that is where brachytime you can see the needles – they go from the bottom of therapy comes into play.
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Focal Salvage
Whole-gland

• Treats subclinical disease
• But higher toxicities (e.g.
bladder neck, sphincter,
neurovascular bundle,
rectum)

Focal gland

• Treats biopsy-confirmed
visible disease only
• Hopefully lower toxicities

With external beam radiation patients we have done
studies where we take a biopsy about a year after treatment to see if there was still viable cancer. What they
found was that, even with high doses of radiation, the
positive biopsy rate is still about 15 to 20%. So, that is a
fair number of patients where the external beam radiation
has not worked – they still have cancer in their prostate.
In that situation, what are your options? I mentioned
that, traditionally, there was hormone treatment, but with
hormones there are side-effects – hot flashes, fatigue,
weight gain, osteoporosis, and erectile dysfunction. So,
hormone treatment is not easy and it is usually life-long at
this point.

to try and kill the cancer cells – this is still investigational; another investigational option is precise radiotherapy; and finally, high-frequency ultrasound (HIFU.)
The problem with these options is the side-effects. You
can imagine a patient who has already had one treatment,
external beam radiation, is now exposed to a second treatment to salvage it, there is going to be a high risk of complications. These complications may include a rectal fistula, what that means is that there is a connection that
forms between the bladder and the rectum such that
things go out the wrong way – urine comes out the back
or stool comes out the front, or both. This is a bad situation and some patients may need major surgery to correct
it.
The incontinence rate is higher any time you do two
treatments. Bladder neck contracture, meaning there is a
narrowing at the neck of the bladder which slows the
urine flow. There may be blood in the urine which is
called hematuria, this could lead to anemia. And finally, a
urethra stricture which means a narrowing but lower
down, leading to a much slower urine flow.

Advances in MRI Technology
T2-weighted

DCE

Combination

Local Salvage Options
Red = ↑ perfusion

What are the other local salvage options that are emerging? There is low-dose rate brachytherapy or high-dose
rate brachytherapy; there is surgery that can be done but it
can be difficult because of the scarring that radiation
causes; there is cryotherapy, which means using freezing

Local Salvage Options
Options

Complications

• LDR prostate
brachytherapy
• HDR prostate
brachytherapy
• Radical prostatectomy
• Cryotherapy
• Radiosurgery
• High-frequency
ultrasound

•
•
•
•
•

Rectal fistula
Incontinence
Bladder neck contracture
Hematuria
Urethral stricture

BPH

Tumor

Moman et al. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys. 2010;76(3):741-6.

Salvage brachytherapy has only been made possible
with recent advances, especially MRI technology—the
precise location of the tumour is now available to us
which enables accurate targeting.
Why High-dose Rate?
Why HDR and not low-dose rate? High-dose rate is
much more computerized which guarantees superb coverage and is very accurate. By being able to precisely target
the tumour there is less dose to surrounding tissue which
means less chance of complications which is the working
theory behind this.
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High-dose rate involves real-time planning which
means I can react to what I see in front of me. High-dose
rate is an out-patient procedure that is minimally invasive
with minimal blood loss. HDR provides radiation safety
to the patient, staff, public and family. Finally, HDR is an
effective therapy with a low risk of toxicities.
Focal salvage HDR brachytherapy treats only a small
part of the prostate as opposed to the whole gland which
means that there is less risk of complications like bladder
neck strictures and damage to the urethra, rectum and
neurovascular bundle. The downside of focal salvage is
that you are relying heavily on the MRI, so if the MRI is
wrong or if the tumour is so small the MRI can’t pick it
up then you may end up missing those spots.
A current study that we are conducting to follow patients progress after focal salvage brachytherapy has
shown no acute GI toxicities, none of the patients needed
a catheter, and the PSA control-rate at 3 years was over
60% which is not bad because the alternative would be
hormones with all the accompanying side-effects and toxicities.
We can also do whole-gland salvage HDR brachytherapy with a focal boost and have been studying outcomes
since 2014.

A: HIFU is not a standard treatment, at least not in North
America, it is still investigational. The long-term outcomes are not clear but what we do have indicates that it
is not as effective as the conventional treatments. Secondly, because it is not standard, it is not covered by
OHIP and the patient then pays a significant personal sum
of money (about $22,500.) And thirdly, with HIFU it
rules out any subsequent surgery or brachytherapy, so if
the cancer comes back after HIFU you are only left with
external radiation.
Q: When you use the term cure, does that mean the cancer is in remission or is it gone?
A: When I say there is an 85% cure-rate I mean that there
is an 85% chance the cancer is gone forever.

Summary
In summary, LDR and HDR brachytherapy have been
around for a while and we know what the outcomes and
toxicities are – they are both very good in terms of PSA
control-rates and low toxicities. Sometimes brachytherapy can be given by itself and sometimes in combination
with external beam radiation depending on the severity of
the tumour.
Overall, it is a popular treatment, it is more convenient
than some other treatments, and we continue to do more
research and learn more about it.
Q &A
Q: When I was making my decision I was told that if I
had surgery I could have radiation if the cancer came
back, but if I had radiation I couldn’t have surgery later;
is that still true? I understand it may have changed.
A: That is a very common comment that we hear as radiation doctors. Things have changed because of the precision of the radiation treatments and the other local salvage options available.
Q: Dr. Chung, where would you put HIFU (high-intensity
frequency ultrasound) in all of this?
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Dr. Hans Chung

The Back Page
The following videos and articles are quite informative and may be of interest.
If I were Tom is a short video series from the University of British Columbia about a man, named Tom,
and his prostate cancer journey from diagnosis through to treatment and outcomes.
Visit http://www.ifiweretom.ca/
A Time of Hope is the story of Lorne Cochrane who took part in a clinical trial for immuno-oncology
treatment, a new way of treating cancer that harnesses the body’s own immune system to detect and fight
cancer cells. Visit saveyourskin.ca/connected.
Dr. Juanita Crook delivers an excellent presentation about high-dose rate brachytherapy treatment for
prostate and breast cancer. Visit https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=iEUqvKW_TmU
Ageless Gardens, a television documentary, extols the benefits of working with soil as we age. It celebrates the link between working with plants and an enhancement in lifestyle and health. The 5 part series
started on Monday, February 12 on Vision TV at 9 pm.
Oncologist/Psychologist Seminar— A U.S. based oncologist and psychologist are offering a fee-based
seminar in New Jersey entitled : Reclaiming Your Life After Prostate Cancer—Straight Talk About Sexuality, Connection and Empowerment. Visit Youtube and search for: Prostate Cancer Day-long Seminar
Promo Video.
Immunotherapy Primer— Our immune system has the ability to find and destroy cancer cells. But cancer
cells can sometimes hide from the immune system and avoid being destroyed. Cancer cells may also stop
the immune system from working properly. Immunotherapy helps to strengthen or restore the immune system’s ability to fight cancer.
Read more: http://www.cancer.ca/en/cancer-information/diagnosis-and-treatment/chemotherapy-andother-drug-therapies/immunotherapy/?region=on#ixzz57nMAH8f7

Prostate Cancer and the Man You Love: Supporting and Caring for Your Partner. Prostate cancer is the
most commonly diagnosed cancer in men after skin cancer. However, this cancer is highly curable and
most men live for many years after treatment; only eleven percent of cancer deaths are due to prostate cancer. It is well known that the side effects of the treatment cause more suffering than the disease itself. Visit:
https://www.amazon.ca/dp/144221452X/?tag=drancom-20
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